
Assembly

8mm Vent

Dustproof Cap

Scald-Proof Bar

Metal Ring

Heating Element

Power Button
/Heating

Micro USB
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Packing List

Specification

UWOO Y1 Device X1

Brush X1

Specialized Spoon X1

Instruction X1

Micro USB Cable X1

>>

Brand & Model UWOO Y1

Battery Capacity 3200 mAh

Size 29X22X105 mm

Net Weight 76 g

Charge Time

Maximum Power

3 Hours

Connector

Temp Control Scope

Magnetic

305°-345°

15 W

Charging Port Micro USB
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Tips: Please using standard 
5V/1.3A adapter in charging.

Take the adapter with USB micro cable to the device as follow. 
When the indicator light on, it means in the charging situation.
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Note: Flashing Light on Light off

Tips:

Press the button for 3 seconds to shut down the 
machine when using, or shut down automatically after 
heating. With vibrating alerts, meanwhile four indicator 
lights go out, showing that the product is power off.

Shutdown

When the motor vibrates after Pressing the 
button for 3 seconds,The Device Is power On;

The indicator light flashes from bottom to top. 
After 15 seconds, the four indicators are fully 
illuminated. The motor vibrates and the pre-hea
ting is completed.

When the four indicators
flash and vibrate, it reminds 
you that the device will be power off in 30 seconds or 
after two puffs.

5 minutes later you could smoke the second 
cigarette after you finish the first cigarette.

When the 4 indicators 
are always on, you can 
smoke for 5 minutes or 
15 puffs.

Heating

Note: 

After power off, take the upper case as follow. 
Then Release the hand, the upper case 
automatically returns to the original position 
then remove the cigarette.

Put Your fingers on the two wide sides When take 
the upper case out.

After power off, take the upper case as follow. 
Then Release the hand, the upper case 
automatically returns to the original position 
then remove the cigarette.

Remove The Cigarette >> >>Cleaning

Note:         When taking the upper case , the finger is held on two 
narrow sides; the cleaning process must be carried out in the 
shutdown and cooling state to avoid burns; Using the 
Specialized spoon to clean the heating element, please 
scrape off the smoke residue to avoid damage; it is 
recommended to clean the heating element ofer using 10-15 
times to.

Self-cleaning: press the power button 7 times in two 
seconds, the motor vibrates, and the four indicators 
flash until the indicator light goes out and the 
self-cleaning is completed.

Cleaning by Hand: When there is smoke residue in the 
smoke tube or on the heating element, remove the upper 
case as follow and rotate the heating body guardrail 
counterclockwise, then use the brush to clean the smoke 
residue in the smoke chamber. Slag, use a cleaning 
spoon to gently scrape off the smoke residue on the 
heating element. （pic 1-3)
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Tips:

Tips:

Slide the Anti-dust cap as follow.
When power off , please close the Anti-dust cap 
to prevent dust or other impurities from entering 
the chamber.

As follow, insert the heets.

The circle line of the cigarette can be 2mm from the 
top surface of the upper casing.

Please use HNB cigarettes; do not rotate after 
inserting cigarettes to avoid damaging to heating 
elements.

Open Close

Open The Anti-dust Cap & Insert Cigarette >> & Shutdown 
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Warning >>

If there is battery leakage and malfunction, do not 
disassemble it yourself, please contact our customer 
service.

This product is only suitable for 18+; children, 
pregnant women, and people with heart disease, high 
blood pressure, diabetes, asthma or allergies to 
nicotine are prohibited;

This product is non-waterproof. Please do not wash it 
with water or put it in a humid environment;

This product is only suitable for special 
heat-not-burn cigarette products. Do not put normal 
cigarettes or other flammable substances into the 
smoke chamber to avoid damage to the product or 
danger.
It is forbidden to use this product in flammable and 
explosive environments such as petrol stations and 
chemical plants;

After heating, please do not disassemble and clean 
it immediately to avoid burns;

When the product is charging or in use, if the case 
is overheated, please stop using it immediately;

Tips:

Under the condition of Power off,Press the Button 4 
times in 2 seconds, Start to Adjust the temp.

Press the button to adjust the temp in 3 seconds.,The 
indicator light will be off in 3 seconds when you set the 
temperature grade.

Temperature control mode can’t be set in the power 
on state.

Temp Set Mode  & Charging >>

尺寸:70x100mm

English

This appliance contains batteries that are 
non-replaceable.


